Mental health

This course is about the overall topic mental health. Why is mental health so
important and why is it worth talking about it?
Because more and more young people feel that problems at school or around their
professional life a ect them strongly and make everyday-life tough to handle.
Our module refers especially to behavior and situations in a business surrounding.
There are so many situations in working life that challenge us. For others they
may seem to be insigni cant, but for ourselves, there seems to be a huge wall that
makes us unable to move, to get started or to think clearly.
Being successful is great - but how to continue and start up again when things
went wrong?
There can be many examples. Have you ever asked yourself.... what to wear for the
job in order to feel comfortable? How to behave during a business meeting? How
to deal with stressful situations and fears? How to talk to a person who obviously
has a problem? Or whom you would like to to talk to about a speci c problematic
situation? Covid-19 and staying at home depresses you? ...
Then this course will help you to think about those questions, take a close look at
problems and give you some ideas about how to solve problems and di cult
situations in a polite and healthy way for yourself and others.
Module Overview

Phase 1

Lesson 1 and 2: Welcome and Overview
Introduction to Mental Health – a topic that a ects
us in many situations.
Re ect on di erent situations that may a ect and
challenge mentally. Act situations out and re ect on
method.
Expected Study
Time: approx. 14
hours

This module is
divided into three
working phases
and a feedback
lessons may vary
according to
working time.

Phase 2
Lesson 3 – 10: Learn to solve problems or con icts in
di erent ways:
Create role-plays and lm them. Work on positive
and negative outcomes. Re ect on di erent ways to
solve the situations. Do research in internet and
literature.
Lessons 11-12: Watch videos in group and evaluate,
add problem solvers, if possible.
Phase 3
Lessons 13-14: Prepare a brochure: Where and how
to nd help?
Module evaluation and feedback

21st Century skills included in this module
Social Skills

Able to adapt to new environment
Able to face social pression
Assertive in their behavior
Able to solve problems
Able to build social contacts

Can take responsibility
Not afraid of taking responsibility and making a
mistake.
Can cope with failure and disappointment.
Uses “bad” experience for improvement.
Resilience

Can take responsibility for one self’s wellbeing
and for that of others
Can cope well even outside personal comfort
zone.
Solve problems and improve one’s situation to
move forward

Ability to graciously accept constructive feedback.

Re ection

Ability to evaluate one’s own situation and take
measurements if necessary.
Ability to work with feedback and integrate advise
into one’s working process

Introduction to mental health

What would you do in professional life?

And action...!

Guide to mental health

How did you like this lesson?
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Introduction to mental health

"Love it, change it or leave it!"

What do you think about the saying above? Find suitable situations and also think about
barriers of this concept!

Watch the video and explain, what Mental Health means in relation to this saying.

YOUTUBE

We All Have Mental Health

We All Have Mental Health
Download the accompanying teacher toolkit from
https://www.annafreud.org/wahmhtoolkit It's free! We All Have Mental
Health is an animation designed to give young people aged 11-14 a common
language and understanding of what we mean by mental health and how we
can look after it.
VIEW ON YOUTUBE 
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What would you do in professional life?

Improving your mental health is easier than you might think. In this lesson, you'll learn
simple, actionable steps to build a mentally stronger you in your career.

Act out the described situations below and imagine a positive outcome. How do you deal with
the situation to solve it in an exemplifying way? Think about the following cases and discuss a
solution in a small group.

Take down the results and re ect on the method of acting out situations in order to

nd

solutions.

Situation 1
Private issues
Your boyfriend/girlfriend broke up with you and you are not able to understand his/her
decision. You feel extremely sad and disappointed. It seems like everything around you is
not important anymore. It is 7 a.m. and your alarm clock rings. You are supposed to go to
work but can’t get up. What would you do to feel better and have more motivation to go to
work enthusiastically?

Situation 2
Working overtime
You are new in your ‘dream’ job as a technical drawer in a huger company (80 employees).
The boss comes into your o

ce and you are alone with him. He starts talking about your

project and how you feel about the workload. You think that it is a tight period to work on
the drawings. It seems as if you have to spend lots of overtime and maybe the next
weekend in the o

ce too. So, what could you do to avoid a particular stressful time?

Situation 3
Colleague in problems
You are working in a company since about 15 years and your new colleague has a lot of
personal problems. She is often coming late and seems to be very stressed. Today she is
late again and as you want to give her an o er from a client, you notice that she smells like
she drank alcohol. What are your ideas about dealing with that problem?

Situation 4
Intercultural awareness
You are a nurse in a hospital where a lot of Japanese patients are taken to. Actually, you are
a very open-minded and friendly person but most of the patients only speak Japanese. You
have problems to get to know the essential patient’s data and their medical condition.
What can you do to improve the situation?

Situation 5
How to get to work?
Your way to your workplace is about 30 km from your home and you drive by car every day.
Unfortunately, you had a car accident and your car is completely damaged. The insurance
doesn’t pay instantly and on your bank account are only 100$ which you need for food.
The next payment is in 8 days. Your boss is already upset because you have been ill the last
week. So, you have anxieties to loose your job. What is your plan?

Situation 6
Customer friendly

Custo e

e dy

You are working in a call center for a large insurance company. One day, a client calls you
and asks you for help with his problem. Unfortunately, you can’t help him because he is
not having the right insurance for his health problem. He has to pay the whole invoice of
2,670$ for new teeth by his own. Therefore, he gets tremendously angry at the phone and
insults you. What do you do to calm him down and solve the situation without hanging up?
Furthermore, you are scared that you can't calm down yourself in the evening at home.
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And action...!

“You can't change your situation, the only thing you can change is
how you chose to deal with it.”
- quote from HealthyPlace.com

How to balance your life?
In order to deal with stressful situations in your private and also in your work life we would
like to act out di erent scenarios. So now, your task is to provide us with some more ideas
about things which get you into stress. Moreover, you have to show us a negative example of
how to deal with it and a positive example of problem solving.
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Step 1

Create role-plays for three situations. Two role-plays for each situation, one positive, one negative
example.
Don't use the previous examples. Make up your own situations. You should have 6 situations in total.
Plan it into detail with a screenplay.
Research is essential for this task! Have a look at:
- literature
- internet
-

nd out which help companies o er

-

nd information about advisory o

ces

- talk to employees and employers
- ....
After that, lm your situations and create a movie. You can use your mobile phones.



Pay attention to detail!

Think about those aspects and include them:
-> How to recognize/notice/identify the
problem?
-> How do the people feel?
-> How to solve the problem?
- polite and strategic way of talking to
the involved person
- how to deal with the problem / no
problem shifting (alcohol, drugs,…)

- where to

nd help

- getting to know the consequences of
behavior



Step 2

In the whole group, watch the videos and provide the ‘ lmmakers’ with feedback. Also think about
which problem solvers could be added.
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Guide to mental health

Prepare a guide as a brochure in which you list how to react
and where to

nd help in di erent cases like the following

example:
Problem

Symptoms

Solution

Notes

High pressure

Stress, sleepless

Talk to boss, divide

Don’t deal with

nights, bad mood,

tasks up, ask a

that alone.

…

colleague for help,…

…

…

…

…
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How did you like this lesson?

https://answergarden.ch/1121032

Thank you for attending this course!

